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SAFETY FIRST

McCrossin delivers projects on time and within 

budget while achieving the highest levels of 

safety, proficiency, and quality control.

We are dedicated to our core principle under-

lining that each project task must be completed 

safely to be considered successful in meeting 

our expectations for project outcome.

At McCrossin, we are committed to being  

‘Safe in Every Direction.’

McCrossin’s Mechanical Division services have been the choice of many  

regional Fortune 500 companies and manufacturing clientele for decades. 

We offer in-house pipe prefabrication, and utilize a strong supplier network 

to ensure our clients receive competitively priced materials on schedule and 

within budget.

Operations such as those in the pharmaceutical and food processing industries 

trust our McCrossin Mechanical Division to work under stringent process 

regulations, as well as to perform quality control/testing, fabrication, total 

design systems, tie-in work, welding, facility/equipment repair, turn-key 

installations, and overall management of multi-phased projects. We regularly 

conduct mechanical service work without interrupting our clients’ operations, 

adapting our work procedures to support our clients’ production schedules. 

McCrossin is pleased to accommodate clients’ needs in order to minimize any 

inconvenience in operating facilities, specifically performing shift work during 

or round-the-clock hours as the project requires.



   

Mccrossin’s Mechanical Division specializes in getting your operation up and 

running, and keeping it that way, by routinely completing maintenance and 

improvements without facility disruption. With extensive fabrication capabilities 

in-house, we can help our clients maximize their budgets and meet demanding 

schedules, without sacrificing project quality.

Our Mechanical Division team is expert in process and industrial piping, and has 

completed projects for:

•   Water treatment facilities

•   Fracking sites

•   Pharmaceutical plants

•   Government and educational institutions

•   Large-scale Fortune 500 manufacturers

Over the years, we have built a strong reputation across multiple industries, 

as a premier plumbing contractor, experienced with storm, sanitary and vent, 

compressed air, domestic water, and acid waste piping. Our services include: 

stainless steel and carbon, mechanical waste water treatment piping, cooling 

process piping, and total systems for solids, liquids, and gases. Our HVAC services 

extend into all piping categories including: steam, chilled water, heating, and  

hot water. 

For any project large or small, McCrossin Mechanical has the right solution.  

Trust McCrossin to exceed expectations on your next project.

STRONG IN EVERY DIRECTION

KEY CAPABILITIES

•   Utility piping

•   Sanitary Systems

•   Storm water

•   Utilities

•   HVAC systems

•   Plumbing

•   Geothermal

•   Water systems

•   Chemical treatment systems

•   Industrial piping
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Top 600 Specialty Contractor

We are a company built upon the strength of 

our services, our products, and our people. 


